
Future TRACK
Analyse your workforce’s capability



Future TRACK helps you identify hidden skills within your 
organisation to assist you to put together skills-based 
project teams. Define the skills you need for a project and 
let Future TRACK identify the team members you need for 
your project. 

•  Create individualised and personalised learning 
pathways for your people.

•  Future TRACK can match each individual’s skill gaps 
to targeted learning. This skills-first approach enables 
learners to fill precise skill gaps and optimises the use 
of your training budgets. Future TRACK ensures that 
your workforce is equipped with the skills needed to 
achieve your organisation’s desired future state by 
aligning learning and development with current and 
future workforce requirements.

Future TRACK is a workforce capability assessment 
tool pioneered by UTS. Using AI-driven algorithms, 
Future TRACK helps you define and assess the 
capabilities and roles you’ll need in your future 
workforce.

Unlock your 
Workforce’s 

Potential with 
Future TRACK

Identify and  
map skills and 

capabilities

Use Future TRACK’s extensive skills database and 
it’s in-built AI to define the roles and capabilities your 
organisation needs, then map your existing staff to 
rapidly gain insights into the skills of your workforce at 
an individual, team and business level.

Open up  
internal career 

pathways

Future TRACK facilitates the identification of skill 
gaps, new skill needs and new career pathways at 
scale, opening up possibilities for your workforce 
and unlocking its true capabability. It identifies skills 
needed for evolving roles and identifies employees’ 
hidden skills, then builds personalised reskilling 
pathways with targeted learning content to bridge 
the skill gaps. By helping workers understand 
how they can progress within the organisation, 
Future TRACK enables you to retain your valuable 
talent while transitioning them from declining to 
emerging roles. 

Create  
project teams

Learning 
Pathways

Future TRACK can help you define skill capability frameworks and combine this with role, employee and 
training needs data, unlocking the ability for you to make real-time data-informed decisions on your 
organisation’s strategic workforce objectives.


